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find 52 different ways to say shocking along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

shocking synonyms 319 similar and opposite words merriam

Apr 27 2024

synonyms for shocking startling surprising amazing stunning astonishing unexpected wonderful incredible antonyms of shocking unsurprising normal

common ordinary typical usual customary mundane

what is another word for shocking shocking synonyms

Mar 26 2024

adjective causing a feeling of surprise fear or dismay startling surprising or shocking in an unexpected way very objectionable bad or unpleasant

characterized by shame ignominy or dishonor inhumanly or outrageously evil or immorally wrong contrary to reason truth or logic

shocking definition meaning merriam webster

Feb 25 2024
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the meaning of shocking is extremely startling distressing or offensive how to use shocking in a sentence

shocking definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com

Jan 24 2024

definitions of shocking adjective giving offense to moral sensibilities and injurious to reputation the most shocking book of its time synonyms disgraceful

scandalous shameful immoral

shocking in thesaurus 1000 synonyms antonyms for shocking

Dec 23 2023

what s the definition of shocking in thesaurus most related words phrases with sentence examples define shocking meaning and usage

shocking 67 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english

Nov 22 2023

adjective these are words and phrases related to shocking click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of shocking the

failure of the bank was shocking news synonyms surprising astounding astonishing startling staggering stupefying jarring jolting overwhelming disturbing

perturbing upsetting
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synonyms of shocking collins american english thesaurus
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synonyms for shocking dreadful appalling atrocious disgraceful disgusting ghastly horrifying nauseating outrageous revolting

shocking adjective definition pictures pronunciation and

Sep 20 2023

adjective ˈʃɒkɪŋ ˈʃɑːkɪŋ that offends or upsets people that is morally wrong shocking behaviour shocking news it is shocking that they involved

children in the crime a shocking waste of money extra examples

examples of shocking in a sentence merriam webster

Aug 19 2023

the building is in a shocking state the number of young teenagers who smoke is shocking and then there are the videos that are less sweet than

shocking but big changes are on the way with a shocking jolt of chilly air inbound what s shocking is the speed with which all this has happened

shocking definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Jul 18 2023
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offensive upsetting or immoral the sex scenes in the book were considered very shocking at the time when it was published there are few crimes more

truly shocking than the murder or abuse of children fewer examples the city s most shocking statistic is its high infant mortality rate

shocking wordreference com english thesaurus

Jun 17 2023

sense noun effect of a mental blow synonyms excitement surprise amazement astonishment awe wonder hysteria bewilderment confusion emotional

upset distress grief trauma dismay fluster fuss breakdown antonyms comfort pleasure calm calmness composure numbness peace tranquility

amusement

shocking definition and meaning collins english dictionary

May 16 2023

1 having an effect like that of a heavy blow or shock staggering the shocking news of his death 2 a highly offensive to good taste propriety etc extremely

revolting b very bad webster s new world college dictionary 4th edition

27 movies with shocking twist endings you won t recover from

Apr 15 2023

27 movies with shocking twist endings you won t recover from these films climactic plot twists left us staring stunned at the screen by sage young july

26 2023 new line cinema nothing thrills a movie audience like a twist ending they didn t see coming
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examples of shocking in a sentence yourdictionary com

Mar 14 2023

learn how to use shocking in a sentence with 201 example sentences on yourdictionary

shocking definition meaning dictionary com

Feb 13 2023

shocking definition causing intense surprise disgust horror etc see examples of shocking used in a sentence

shocking wordreference com dictionary of english

Jan 12 2023

a sudden disturbance of the mind or the feelings due to something unpleasant and unexpected countable her death came as a shock uncountable a

reaction of shock to the shooting a sudden blow or impact countable the shocks from an earthquake

how to talk to someone in shock psych central

Dec 11 2022

talking correctly to someone in a state of shock can lessen the impact keep from making matters worse and prevent any additional harm
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the mystery of why you can wake up with a shock

Nov 10 2022

the mystery of why you can wake up with a shock and what you can do to hopefully prevent it posted march 31 2015 reviewed by lybi ma source

shutterstock you have just drifted off to sleep

what is psychological shock and 5 tips for coping

Oct 09 2022

psychological shock is when you experience a surge of strong emotions and a corresponding physical reaction in response to a typically unexpected

stressful event
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